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Full Service Packaging Distributor
Shorr Packaging is an industry-leading, award-winning distributor of 
packaging products, equipment, and services. We represent a wide-
reaching network of best-known packaging product manufacturers 
and brands in the industry and are one of the largest independent 
packaging distributors in the nation. 

Why Shorr for Clean Room and Laboratory 
Solutions?
At Shorr, we understand that healthcare packaging is about much more than just transporting items to 
end users. Our healthcare packaging solutions are designed to meet your requirements: everything from 
contamination prevention to climate control to compliance with strict federal regulations. 

Clean room packaging products are a crucial component within healthcare in order to ensure pharmaceutical 
and medical device products remain clear of contamination during production. Healthcare laboratories 
require specialized products to maintain secure testing specimens and results. Shorr is with you the whole way 
in providing the proper packaging materials in order to maintain the quality and security your operations and 
customers expect. 

Sterile Barrier: Our packaging solutions provide 
the appropriate barrier, ensuring 
the integrity of your sensitive products.

Customizable: From various sizes to specialized 
materials, we offer a range of customized 
options to meet the unique requirements of your 
operations.

Solutions for Healthcare Applications

Ease of use: Designed for practicality, our 
solutions are easy to use and facilitate  
within your clean room or laboratory settings.

Compliance: Our products adhere to the industry 
regulations in order to meet clean room and 
laboratory standards.



www.shorr.com
(888) 885-0055

Our comprehensive programs, integrated solutions, and packaging experts  
will transform your packaging operation by holistically addressing all areas  
of packaging—from design through inventory and life-cycle management. 

With You The Whole Way℠

Products
Clean Room Bags & Films: Available in various 
sizes and configurations, these materials offer a 
secure and sterile environment for your critical 
processes

Clean Room Labels: Clearly label your items 
without compromising on cleanliness, thanks to 
our labeling solutions

Bins & Totes: Reusable containers customized 
to your specific requirements and optimize your 
clean room and production areas

Personal Protective Equipment: Variety of  
options of gloves, gowns, and other PPE is  
available to protect against contamination

Custom Clean Room Packaging: Work with us 
to create packaging solutions tailored to your 
unique requirements

Sterile Barrier Solutions: Be it Tyvek®, film, 
or foil-based materials, we offer customized 
solutions to meet the environment required of 
your product

Lab Specimen Bags: Designed with compliance 
in mind, these bags provide a secure and 
contamination-free environment for 
transporting and storing specimens

Biohazard and Isolation Bags: Solutions 
designed for the proper disposal and transport 
of biohazards materials, ensuring compliant 
handling processes in healthcare and 
laboratory settings

Tyvek® is a trademark and a registered trademark owned by affiliates of DuPont de Nemours, Inc.


